


Sunday July 2, 2023
From 10:00h to 18:00h aprox.

Meiland 

Through form on the website
199,00 euro per team inscription

An invoice can be provided

When

Where

Participation Fee



THE VENUE

Meiland 

Carrer de la Maternitat d'Elna, 10

Public transport: 
Metro - L3 Mundet
Bus - V21 / 27 / H4

Exact location: Click here

Facilities

Bar Changing
rooms

Pool Parking 
space

Showers

Artificial
grass

https://goo.gl/maps/Msq8coMWEn4EufQw5


SUMMER
TOURNAMENT

Summer, Football & Friends

Play with your  friends

Take a dive into the pool

And enjoy a day of football!

Feel  the summer vibes with our DJ



Tournament schedule and game duration depend on the final number of teams.

TOURNAMENT SET-UP

7 v 7 20-30 minute gamesMinimum 4 games Great prizes



WHAT IS INCLUDED

Tournament
Organization Referees

High Quality
Photos

Game recording VEO
Camera

(A highlight video of the best
moments of the tournament)

PhysiotherapyMusic

*The venue has changing rooms and a bar
*At least one game of each team will be recorded



PRIZES
There will be several prices to win. They will be
handed over in a Tournament Ceremony, that it
will take place right after the final.

Team Prizes
First Place: Trophy and Medals
Second Place: Medals
Third Place: Medals 

Individual Prizes
MVP: Trophy
Best Goalkeeper: Trophy



TOURNAMENT RULES
Keep it friendly, everyone wants to win but let’s remember
that we participate to have a good time!

An extensive document of the tournament rules can be
downloaded here. 

CARDS

TIEBREAKERBASIC GAME
RULES

Red card: Sitting out for the remainder of the
match and being excluded from the following
match.
Yellow cards: In case of 2 yellow cards in one
game, the participant is sitting out for the rest of
the match.

In case of a draw in the knock our stage, the
winner will be determined by penalties (3
penalties, +1 if needed).
In case of a draw in points during the group stage,
'Head to Head' determines the best position. After
that; goal difference - best attack - best defense. In
the situation both teams still draw, penalties will
decide the winner. (3 penalties, +1 if needed). 

A team can have a maximum of 15 players
Throw-ins are done by hand
The game is played between the inner yellow lines
Unlimited changes
The goalkeeper can not take the balls with the
hands if the ball comes from a teammate. 

https://celebreak.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/Football-Rules-7-a-side-1.pdf
https://celebreak.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/Football-Rules-7-a-side-1.pdf


CONTACT

WhatsApp @ +34 689 33 75 15 playfootball@celebreak.com www.celebreak.com

Don't hesitate to contact us in case of any doubt or question 

INFORMATION


